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Abstract: The strains CM-Z19 and CM-Z6, which are capable of highly degrading chlorpyrifos-methyl,
were isolated from soil. They were identified as Bacillus megaterium CM-Z19 and Pseudomonas syringae
CM-Z6, respectively, based on the 16S rRNA and an analysis of their morphological, physiological and
biochemical characteristics. The strain CM-Z19 showed 92.6% degradation of chlorpyrifos-methyl (100
mg/L) within 5 days of incubation, and the strain CM-Z6 was 99.1% under the same conditions. In addition,
the degradation characteristics of the two strains were compared and studied, and the results showed that
the strain CM-Z19 had higher phosphoesterase activity and ability to degrade the organophosphorus
pesticide than did the strain CM-Z6. However, the strain CM-Z19 could not degrade its first hydrolysis
metabolite 3,5,6-trichloro-2-pyridinol (TCP) and could not completely degrade chlorpyrifos-methyl. The
strain CM-Z6 could effectively degrade TCP and could degrade chlorpyrifos-methyl more quickly than
strain CM-Z19.
Key words: Bacillus megaterium, Pseudomonas syringae, chlorpyrifos-methyl, 3,5,6-trichloro-2-pyridinol, biodegradation.
INTRODUCTION

Chlorpyrifos-methyl (o,o-dimethyl-o-(3,5,6trichloro-2-pyridyl) phosphorothioate, also called
CM), is a broad-spectrum organophosphorus
insecticide that has been widely used in the
prevention of agriculture pests since 1975 (Szpyrka
et al. 2017, Choi et al. 2016). The excessive and
frequent application of CM may result in high
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levels of CM residues on agricultural products, soil
and water, which might have adverse effects on
environmental health and public health (Matthews
et al. 2010, Abbassy et al. 2017). These problems
highlight the need to remove CM residues from
contaminated soils, water systems, and crops.
Microbial degradation has been considered the most
important bioremediation method, because it is the
main factor impacting CM degradation (Kim and
Ahn 2009). The most common degradation pathway
of CM involves the formation of 3,5,6-trichloro-2pyridinol (TCP) by microorganisms, and TCP is a
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more hazardous pollutant than the parent compound
(Kim et al. 2009, Blanchet and St-George. 2010).
TCP is more mobile in soil and more leachable
into groundwater and surface water (Abraham and
Silambarasan 2013, Titus et al. 1988), and it causes
widespread contamination in the soils and in the
aquatic environment (Abraham and Silambarasan
2016). The half-life of TCP ranges from 65 to 360
days in soil and is considered to be a persistent
pollutant by US EPA (Maya et al. 2012). It was
suggested that the accumulation of TCP, which has
anti-microbial properties, prevents the proliferation
of CM-degrading microorganisms (Finocchiaro
et al. 2004, Anwar et al. 2009). Therefore, the
biodegradation of CM concerns not only the
concentration of CM but also its intermediate
metabolites, especially TCP.
At present, isolation and application of CMdegrading bacteria is considered to be an effective
way to treat CM contamination (Kim and Ahn
2009). A small number of CM-degrading bacteria
have been isolated from the environment, but
studies of these bacteria are usually only concerned
with the concentration of CM in the biodegradation
process, and there is minimal understanding of
the degradation intermediates and degradation
mechanisms. In this study, two CM-degrading
bacteria (Bacillus megaterium CM-Z19 and
Pseudomonas syringae CM-Z6) were isolated
from soils, and their degradation potential and
degradation characteristics were studied. The main
purpose of this study was to better understand
the mechanism of microbial degradation of CM,
thereby laying a foundation for the rational use
and management of CM and related pesticides. In
addition, this study might also provide a foundation
for the application of Bacillus megaterium CMZ19 and Pseudomonas syringae CM-Z6.
MATERIALS AND METHODS
CHEMICALS AND MEDIA

Chemicals: CM (99.5%) was purchased from
Sigma-Aldrich. 3,5,6-trichloro-2-pyridinol (94.0%)
An Acad Bras Cienc (2019) 91(3)

was purchased from Dr. Ehrenstorfer GmbH. All
other chemicals used were of analytical grade and
were commercially available.
Culture media: (1). Inorganic salt medium:
MgSO4·7H2O 0.2 g, (NH4)2SO4 0.1 g, K2HPO4 0.1
g, CaSO4 0.05 g, FeSO4·7H2O 0.01 g, water 1 L, pH
7.0. (2). Isolation medium: inorganic salt medium
containing 100 mg/L CM was used to isolate CMdegrading bacteria. (3). Enrichment medium:
peptone 10 g, yeast extract powder 5 g, beef extract
powder 3 g, sodium chloride 5 g, water 1 L, pH 7.0.
ISOLATION AND IDENTIFICATION OF CMDEGRADING BACTERIA

The soil sample was collected from a farmland
in Zhenjiang City, China, in which CM has been
used for more than 3 years. The 3.0 g soil sample
was placed in 100 ml isolation medium for shaking
culture at 30°C (120 rpm). The concentration
of the residual CM was determined every 24 h
(Peng et al. 2016). The 5 ml culture solution with
3-d degradation rate >70% was transferred to an
enrichment medium containing same concentration
of CM, and then continuously transferred more than
5 times. After the degradation effect was verified
again, the above enrichment medium was coated
on an inorganic salt culture plate containing CM for
an inverted culture at 30°C. The eugonic bacterial
colonies were selected and repeatedly streaked on
the culture plate to obtain the pure culture.
The new isolates were identified by using the 16S
rRNA sequence analysis. Total DNA was extracted
following the standard procedure (Sambrook and
Russell 1998, Xia et al. 2017). Nucleotide primers
27F (5’-AGAGTTTGATCCTGGTCAG-3’) and
1492R (5’-TACGGCTACCTTGTTACGACT-3’)
were used to amplify the 16S rDNA (Shi et al.
2011). The PCR reaction was performed in a PCR
thermocycle instrument with the following cyclic
profile: initial denaturation at 94°C for 5 min, 35
cycles of denaturation at 94°C for 1 min, annealing
at 55°C for 1 min, extension at 72°C for 2 min and
e20180694
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final extension at 72°C for 10 min (Cho et al. 2009).
The determined 16S rRNA gene (partial sequence)
was aligned with those available in the GenBank
database. A phylogenetic tree was made by using
ClustalX1.83 and MEGA 5.0 (Wang et al. 2012,
Zeng 2015).
DEGRADATION OF CM BY STRAIN CM-Z6 AND
STRAIN CM-Z19

Inoculums of CM-degrading bacteria were
prepared in advance. The bacteria were grown
in a nutrient broth medium at 30°C, 100 rpm.
Cells were collected after overnight culture by
centrifugation and washed with the sterilized saline.
Approximately 2×105 cells/ml were resuspended in
saline. This bacterial suspension will be used as
inoculum for subsequent experiments (Zhu et al.
2018a).
A 4% inoculum of strain CM-Z6 was inoculated
in inorganic salt culture medium containing 100
mg/L CM, and then was placed in the incubator
(120 rpm, 30°C). The concentration of CM and
TCP were determined every 24 h (Peng et al. 2016).
The strain CM-Z19 was tested synchronously as
described above.
DEGRADATION OF TCP BY STRAIN CM-Z6 AND
STRAIN CM-Z19

The inorganic salt culture medium containing 100
mg/L TCP was inoculated with a 4% inoculum of
strain CM-Z6, and then was placed in the incubator
(120 rpm, 30°C). The concentration of TCP was
determined regularly. The strain CM-Z19 was
tested synchronously in the same manner.
DEGRADATION OF 7 ORGANOPHOSPHORUS
PESTICIDES BY STRAIN CM-Z6 AND STRAIN CMZ19

The sterile soil was divided into 7 groups. Group
1: Sterile triazophos was added to the soil at a
concentration of 100 mg/kg, and then soil was
inoculated with strain CM-Z6. The inoculation
An Acad Bras Cienc (2019) 91(3)

amount was 10 ml of inoculum per 100 g of
soil; finally, the culture was carried out in the
incubator. The water-holding capacity of the soil
was adjusted to 40% during the incubation period.
The residual concentration of the pesticide was
measured at intervals of 48 h (Prodhan et al. 2015).
The effect of the strain CM-Z6 on the degradation
of the organophosphorus pesticide in soil was
evaluated. The experimental pesticides in Groups
2 to 7 were changed to phorate, monocrotophos,
methyl parathion, fenitrothion, parathion and
isocarbophos, respectively. The degradation of 7
organophosphorus pesticides by strain CM-Z19
was tested in the same manner.
PHOSPHOESTERASE ACTIVITY OF THE STRAINS
CM-Z6 AND CM-Z19

To 100 ml CM-Z6 (or CM-Z19) culture medium,
a protease inhibitor mixture was added, and the
medium was centrifuged at 10,000 r/min for 5 min,
while the precipitate (α) and supernatant (I) were
collected separately. The precipitate (α) was washed
twice with 50 mmol/L Tris-HCl buffer, and the
wash solution was added to the supernatant (I), and
freeze-dried to near dryness, make up to a constant
volume of 20 ml for testing extracellular enzyme
activity. The precipitate (α) was set to 20 ml with
Tris-HCl buffer, to which the appropriate amount
of protease inhibitor was added, and the sample
was sonicated in an ice bath (200 W, broken for 5
s, intervals of 4 s, total 4 min) and then centrifuged
at 10,000 r/min for 10 min. The supernatant (II)
contained the crude enzyme solution (set to 20 ml to
determine the enzyme activity). The crude enzyme
solution was centrifuged at 18,000 r/min for 30
min, and then the supernatant (β) was resuspended
in 20 ml Tris-HCl buffer to assay membrane-bound
enzymes. Supernatant (III) was reset to 20 ml with
Tris-HCl buffer for intracellular enzyme assays
(Das and Singh 2006, Bhadbhade et al. 2002).
The phosphoesterase enzymatic reaction
system (3 ml) was as follows: 2.8 ml glycinee20180694
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sodium hydroxide buffer (0.05 mol/L, pH 9.0),
0.19 ml of enzyme solution, 10 μl of ρ-nitrophenyl
phosphate disodium salt (40 mmol/L), 37°C water
bath for 1 h. Reaction solution (0.5 ml) was added
into the test tube, with 3.5 ml glycine-sodium
hydroxide buffer (pH 10.0), and OD405 was used to
determine the amount of p-nitrophenol in solution
(colorimetric determination). A unit of enzyme
activity (U) was defined as the amount of enzyme
required to convert ρ-nitrophenyl phosphate
disodium salt into 1 μmol p-nitrophenol in 1 min.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
IDENTIFICATION AND CHARACTERIZATION OF
CM-DEGRADING BACTERIA

Two bacteria, strains CM-Z6 and CM-Z19, that
are capable of degrading CM were isolated from
the soil. The 3-d degradation rates of CM (100
mg/L) for CM-Z6 and CM-Z19 were 88.8% and
71.3%, respectively. The strain CM-Z6 was gramnegative, aerobiotic, mobile, non-sporous, rodshaped, and 0.6-0.8×1.5-2.5 µm in size, and it
formed circular and wet colonies on the nutrient
agar plates. It was positive for catalase, oxidase
and gelatin liquefaction, however negative for
the denitrification test, VP test and indole test
(Sangkharak and Prasertsan 2012, Song et al. 2016,
Zhu et al. 2018b). The strain CM-Z19 was a straight
or circulate bacillus, gram-positive, aerobiotic,
mobile, spore-forming, and 0.6-0.7×2.0-2.5 µm in
size, and it formed white, opaque, rough colonies on
the nutrient agar plate. It was positive for catalase,
oxidase, starch hydrolysis, gelatin liquefaction and
the VP test, but negative for the indole test.
The 16S rDNA sequences that were obtained
by PCR amplification of the strains CM-Z6 and
CM-Z19 were 1411 bp and 1406 bp, respectively
(GenBank Accession no. KY038875 and
KY038876). Blastn of the 16S rDNA sequence
indicated that the strains CM-Z6 and CM-Z19
showed nearly 99% similarity with Pseudomonas
An Acad Bras Cienc (2019) 91(3)

syringae and Bacillus megaterium, respectively.
The phylogenetic trees of CM-Z6 and CM-Z19 are
shown in Figs. 1 and 2.
DEGRADATION OF CM BY STRAIN CM-Z6 AND BY
STRAIN CM-Z19

Fig. 3 shows the degradation curves of CM by
strain CM-Z6 and by strain CM-Z19, as well
as the concentration of TCP generated during
degradation. The results showed that both strains
CM-Z6 and CM-Z19 could effectively degrade
CM, with 3-d degradation rates of 88.8% and
71.3%, respectively, which is in line with the data
reported by Moscoso et al. 2013, who studied
various bacteria involved in the degradation of
chlorpyrifos and chlorpyrifos-methyl and proposed
a higher degradation ability for Pseudomonas than
for Bacillus (Moscoso et al. 2013, Maya et al. 2011).
TCP is one of the most important intermediates
in the process of CM degradation (Kim and Ahn
2009). Typically, a phosphoesterase hydrolyzes
CM to TCP. Both strains CM-Z6 and CM-Z19 have
shown phosphoesterase activity (Fig.7). Therefore,
it was inferred that TCP should be produced in the
degradation of CM by the two strains. However, the
results in Fig. 3 show that TCP was detected only
during the degradation of CM by strain CM-Z19,
and no TCP was detected during the degradation
of CM by strain CM-Z6 (the TCP of the control
group was also 0). In the process of degradation of
CM by strain CM-Z19, the concentration of TCP
in the culture medium gradually increased with
the gradual degradation of CM (Fig. 3). Therefore,
it was speculated that TCP produced during the
degradation of CM by strain CM-Z19 could not be
degraded or very slowly.
The results in Fig. 4 show that the strain
CM-Z19 could not degrade TCP (no significant
difference with the control group, P> 0.05), and
the strain CM-Z6 could effectively degrade TCP.
The degradation rate of TCP by strain CM-Z6
reached approximately 85% in 48 h, and it was
e20180694
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Figure 1 - Phylogenetic tree of strain CM-Z6.

Figure 2 - Phylogenetic tree of strain CM-Z19.

significantly higher than that of Ochrobactrum sp.
JAS2 and Bacillus pumilus C2A1 (Abraham and
Silambarasan 2016, Anwar et al. 2009).
In the degradation of CM by strain CMZ6, the reason why no TCP was detected may
be due to the rapid degradation of the generated
TCP. The statistical analysis of the experimental
results in Fig. 3 shows that the degradation curve
of CM by strain CM-Z6 conforms to a first-order
kinetics model, and the fitted equation was C=100e1.2846t
, R2=0.9921, half-life=0.95 d. The amount
of degraded CM could be considered to be the
An Acad Bras Cienc (2019) 91(3)

maximum amount of TCP that could be generated
(in molar concentration). It had been confirmed that
strain CM-Z6 can rapidly degrade TCP (Fig. 4) and
can grow by using TCP as the sole carbon source.
The fitted equation for the degradation of TCP
was C=100e-1.5493t，R2=0.9795，half-life=0.92 d.
Comparing the above two groups of degradation
parameters, it could be that the rate constant of
TCP degradation was higher than that of CM and
it had a shorter half-life. Therefore, in the process
of degradation of CM by strain CM-Z6, TCP as the
intermediate would not accumulate, and no TCP
e20180694
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Figure 3- The curve of CM degradation and the TCP
concentration.

Figure 4 - The curve of TCP degradation by different bacteria.

would be detected. In addition, the degradation of
TCP could help to reduce feedback suppression
and promote the degradation of CM (Meikle and
Youngson 1978, Li et al. 2012, Silambarasan and
Abraham 2014).
DEGRADATION OF 7 ORGANOPHOSPHORUS
PESTICIDES BY THE STRAINS CM-Z6 AND CM-Z19

The results in Fig. 5 show that strain CM-Z19 had an
excellent degradation effect on 7 organophosphorus
pesticides, and the 8-d degradation rate was
more than 90%, and the 14-d degradation rate
was higher than 99%. These results indicated
that the degradative effect of strain CM-Z19 on
organophosphorus pesticides was broad, and the
An Acad Bras Cienc (2019) 91(3)

reason may be that the degrading enzymes of
strain CM-Z19 can act on the common structure of
organophosphorus pesticides. Organophosphorus
pesticides generally have a common structure
with that of phosphates (or phosphorothioates
or phosphoramidates), and microorganisms that
degrade such common structures can usually
degrade a variety of organophosphorus pesticides.
The rate of degradation may be related to the
chemical stability of the pesticide itself, the spatial
structure, and the feedback effects of the pesticide
and the intermediate metabolites on the enzymatic
reaction (Lee 2011, Ji et al. 2016, Zhu et al. 2019).
In addition, the degradation of 7
organophosphorus pesticides by Pseudomonas
syringae CM-Z6 is shown in Fig. 6, the 8-d
degradation rate was 83% or higher. However,
the comparative analysis of the results in Figs.
5 and 6 shows that the degradation rate of 7
organophosphorus pesticides by strain CM-Z19
was higher than that of strain CM-Z6. This was
inconsistent with the results for the degradation
of CM (the results of previous experiments have
shown that the degradation rate of CM by strain
CM-Z6 is significantly higher than that of strain
CM-Z19). This result may be closely related to the
type and activity of organophosphorus-degrading
enzymes that are produced by microorganisms.
Microorganisms that are capable of degrading
organophosphorus pesticides may produce a
variety of organophosphorus pesticide-degrading
enzymes; one of the most important categories
is phosphoesterase. In general, phosphoesterases
can hydrolyze the phosphate ester bond of most
organophosphorus pesticides. If microorganisms
could produce such enzymes that could act on the
common structure of organophosphorus pesticides,
their degradative effect on organophosphorus
pesticides would be broad.
In this study, the ability of strain CM-Z19 to
degrade organophosphorus pesticides was better
than that of strain CM-Z6 as a whole, probably
e20180694
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Figure 5 - The curve of 7 organophosphorus pesticides degradation in soil by
strain CM-Z19.

due to the higher activity of the degrading enzyme
that is produced by strain CM-Z19. The ability of
strain CM-Z19 to degrade CM was not as good
as that of strain CM-Z6, which may be because
strain CM-Z6 produces specific enzymes that
either directly lead to the degradation of CM or
decompose the intermediates of CM (e.g., TCP),
which would be conducive to the rapid progress
of the degradation reaction. The capacity for TCP
utilization by strain CM-Z6 could be the reason
that this isolate was more efficient than others in
its ability to degrade CM and survive better in a
culture medium, whereas, the inability to degrade
an unknown metabolite or TCP could be the reason
for the lesser degree of CM degradation shown by
strain CM-Z19 (Lakshmi et al. 2009).
ACTIVITY OF THE PHOSPHOESTERASE ENZYME
IN STRAINS CM-Z6 AND CM-Z19

The phosphoesterase activity of the two strains
are shown in Fig. 7. From the data in Fig. 7, it is
clear that both strains have strong phosphoesterase
activity during the growth process, and their
phosphoesterase activity can be detected in their
An Acad Bras Cienc (2019) 91(3)

extracellular enzyme, intracellular enzyme and
membrane-bound enzyme fractions. This may
be the reason why both strains can effectively
degrade a variety of organophosphorus pesticides.
In addition, the phosphoesterase activity of strain
CM-Z19 was significantly higher than that of
strain CM-Z6 (P <0.05), which also confirms
that the ability of strain CM-Z19 to degrade
organophosphorus pesticides is better than that
of strain CM-Z6. The experimental results also
suggest that the phosphoesterase activity of these
two strains is positively correlated with their
degradation ability. However, because strain CMZ6 could degrade TCP (the intermediate of CM)
which is helpful for avoiding the accumulation of
intermediate products and feedback inhibition and
promoting the degradation reaction, it achieved
faster degradation of CM than did strain CM-Z19.
CONCLUSION

In this study, strains CM-Z19 and CM-Z6, which
were capable of highly degrading CM, were isolated
from soil. Both strains had a high phosphoesterase
activity and could degrade CM and a variety of
e20180694
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Figure 6 - The curve of 7 organophosphorus pesticides degradation in soil by strain CMZ6.

Figure 7 - Activity of the phosphoesterase enzyme (EE-extracellular enzyme, CE-crude
enzyme, ME-membrane-bound enzyme, IE- intracellular enzyme).

organophosphorus pesticides. The phosphoesterase
activity of the two strains was positively correlated
with their degradation ability. Strain CM-Z19
had higher phosphoesterase activity and ability
to degrade organophosphorus pesticide than did
An Acad Bras Cienc (2019) 91(3)

strain CM-Z6. However, strain CM-Z19 could not
degrade TCP, and the accumulation of TCP in the
degradation process was not conducive to further
degradation of CM. Strain CM-Z6 could effectively
degrade TCP and could degrade CM more quickly
e20180694
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than could strain CM-Z19. Therefore, that rapid
degradation of intermediates was considered
to have an important effect on the degradation
reaction.
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